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Two-Valley Transport Equation Approach for AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs

Kazutaka Tomizawa and Dimitris Pavlidist

Meiji University, School of Engineerj-ng
1-l--L Higashinita Tamaku Kawasaki .fapan

Transport equations for particle, momentum and energy densitieS in two
conduction bands are applied to a self-consistent numerical simulation of
heterojunction bipolar transistors. Simple formulas for the relaxation
frequencies are proposed, by which the variation of the conduction band
energy and doping concentration in a heterostructure device are easily
taken into account. The electron transport in the AIGaAs/GaAs hetero-
junction bipolar transistor with two different collector structures is
analyzed and discussed.
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1. Introduction
we present in this paper a novel HBT

model in which the electron transport equa-

tions for particle, momentum and energty den-

sities in two conduction bands are employed.

The collision terms in the transport equa-

tions are approximated by the relaxatj-on
times which are functions of electron
energy. The relaxation times are expressed
by simple interpolation formulas whose pa-
rameters can be modified in conformity with
the variation of the band structure and dop-

ing concentration in a heterostructure de-
vice. The devices simulated are AlGaAs/Gaes

HBTrs with a wide-gap emitter, a graded-gap,

base and two different structures for coI-
l-ector space-charge region (SCn1 .

2. Sinulation Method

The conservation eguations for particles,
momentum and energy are employed in order to
describe the electron motion. We employed a

similar relaxation time approximation pro-
posed by Stewart et at. [1] as follows :
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where i is the index of the conduction bands
(i:1 for I'-val1ey and i=2 for L-valleys). ni
is the eLectron density, pi is the mean mo-

mentum density, and wg is the mean energy
density per electron. fnij and fnii are the re-
laxation frequencies which are related to
the variation of electron density due to the
intervalley transfer. fpi is the momentum re-
laxation frequency, and. frry1 and fy,2 are the
energy relaxation frequencies. wI2 is the
average transfer energy when electrons are
transferred from the tr-valIey to the t-val-
leys. w6 is the background energy density
associated with the lattice temperature.

The various relaxation frequencies and
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wI2 employed in Eqs. (1)-(4) are functions of
electron energy w/ or vt2. These are numeri-
cal1y obtained by a tvtonte Carlo simulation
by considering a uniforrn electric field ap-
plied across the material under study and
are expressed by simple interpolation formu-
las presented in Table L.

The critical energy w6 which is employed
in the j-nterpolation formulas corresponds to
the energy separation between the f- and L-
valleys. wc varies consequently with mate-
rial composition.

The numerical cal_culation regarding the
transport equations for electrons and the
continuity equation for holes were made

self-consistently with poisson equation.

3. Results aad Discussion
The two HBT structures simulated are

shown in Fig.1. The collector SCR is d.iffer-
ent in the two devices corresponding to con-
ventj.onal HBT (HBTconv) and inverted-field
HBT (HBTinvg). The base is 1inearly graded
with an AL fraction x=0.l- at the emitter-.
base junction and x:0.0 at the base-
collector junctlon.

Fig.2(al, (b) shows the carri-er density
profiles in HBTsen' and HBTinrg. The solid
curves n1 and n2 show the eLectron densities
in the f- and L- vall€ys, respectively,
while the dotted curves show the hole den-
sity. It is seen that the density of tr-va1-
ley electrons is higher than that of the L-
valley electrons in the emitter and base re-
gions because the bottom of the L-va1leys is
located higher energy than the bottom of the
I'-va11ey. This changes, however, in HBTs6r,

towards to the base-collector junction,
where the high electric field causes inter-
valley transfer. On the contrary the L-val-
1ey electrons in HBTiny; do not increase
steeply near the base-co1l_ector junction but
show a smooth I- to L transition somewhere

between the base and n+ coll-ector. This is

The interpolation formulas forrelaxation frequencies /r s and. w12,
(=0.33-0.75r) is the critical energy

intervalley transfer, and NJ is the
concentration.

Tab].e. 1
various
where w"
for the
impurity

A1O. 3GaO.7As n=5*1g17sxn-3 0 . 10pm

EIV1ITTER
x=0.3 - 0.1 0. 05pm

BASE

A11Ga1-3As
x=O.L 0 p=!1lQ18cn-3 0.1pm

COLLECTOR

GaAs p:g11g16qn_3 (conv)
or p:3x1g16qo-3 (invt)

_ _:-:'T_
GaAs n=g11g17cxn-3 0.15um

rig.1 AlGaAs HBT model

due to the inverted-field profile, where the
field becomes very high closer to the n+ col_
Lector.

Fig.3 shows the corresponding profiles of
the average electron velocity in the HBTconv
(solid curve) and the HBTiny6 (dotted eurve)
at the bias condition. It is seen that the

fnl2=
3w'1* 6.2(w r- w t 0.33) (w tlw )

1+(w1*r)6
x lol3

f n2t = (1.5 + l.2wl x l0l2

t CW+2.9 + 170(w r+wo) (w lw)u .^r,
'ltt 

^ ^v1+(wl*)6
f pz = 8xLot3^/w,

.c 0.4 + 2.8 (w t* )g
(rryr+or;i;;;;Ix ro12

f n2 = +x lor2
4wz

w o* w c* 1.4 (w r+ wo) (w l* )6w12 -

/ N- \0'4Ci^p=1.6[+l *1013
\lo"/
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Fig.2 The carrier density profiles in
HBTconv (a) and HBTinyg (b). The solid curves
n1 and n2 show the electron densities in the
F- and L- valleys, respectively. The dotted
curves show the hole density. VCg:1.5V and.
vb.=1.37v.

average electron velocity
rather steeply in the base region because
electrons are accelerated by the built-in
electric field. < v
high as 2 x 10? cm/s within a short distance
from the emitter-base junction. The velocity
is larger by a factor of 2 than our previous
results obtained by Monte Carlo HBT simul_a-

tion for identical designs [2J . This differ-
ence may be caused by the fact that the pre-
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Fig.3 The profiles of the average electron
velocity in the HBTsen, (solid curve) and the
HBTi66 (dotted curve) .

sent model does not take into account the
effect of hole-plasmon scattering which was

taken into account in the Monte Carlo HBT

simulation.
A higher peak value of < v > is observed

in the HBTconv. This is caused by the fact
that electrons injected into the SCR are ac-
celerated more steep)-y by the higher elec-
tric field near the base-collector junction.
However, the velocity overshoot in the SCR

of the HBTconv reached only within a d.istance
of 5004 from the base-collector junction,
because intervalley transfer takes place
soon after the carrier inJection into the
SCR. The value of
wards to about 1 x 10? cm/s in the remaining
SCR part of the HBTconv.

The rangie of the velocity overshoot in
case of the HBTinyg is longer than for
HBTconv. This is due to a gradual increase of
the electric field in the SCR, which permits
electrons to propagate over longer distance
in the f-vaIIey before intervalley transfer
takes place. < v ) remains as high as 3 x 10?

cm/s at guite a distance from the base-col-
lector junction. The distance and. the amount,
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of the velocity overshoot observed in the
present simulation are quite similar to
those observed in the previous Monte Carlo
simulation[2].

The unity-current-gain cut-off frequency
f1 is cal-cuLated from the current density
(fc) over hole charge (en) derivative. The f1
of HBT"orr*, and HBTlnyg calculated in this way

are shown by the solid curves in Fig.4. The
collector bias is Vgg = 1.5V. fTts calculated
by the Monte Carlo method are also shown by
the dotted curves in the same figure. The

Monte Carlo program used accounts for hoLe-
plasmon scattering. The presence of this
scattering mechanism results in f1 values
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(t . Conclusion
The transport eguations for particles,

momentum and energy densities in two conduc-
tion bands are applied to a self-consistent
analysis of AlGaAs/GaAs HBTrs, where useful
formulas for the rel-axation frequencies are
employed by which the variation of the con-
duction band energy and doping concentration
in a heterostructure device are easily taken
into account.

The electron transport and device perfor-
mance predicted by the present approach is
guite similar to the one predicted by Monte

Carlo simualtion, suggesting the usefulness
of the present approach.
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Fig.tt The unity-current-gain cut_off fre_quency f1 for HBTconv (sotia curve) and forHBTin6 (dotted cunre) . VCg=].SV.

which a're lower by a f actor of about O. T

than those obtained by the transport equa-
tion method. However the behavior of fT,s as
function of I" are gualitatively sane.

As shown in this section, the electron
transport in HBTts and the values of f1 pre-
dicted in the presented model correlate weII
with those obtained by Monte CarLo simula-
tion.
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